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Toward a Practical Reconfigurable Router:
A Software Component
Development Approach
Ke Xu, Wenlong Chen, Chuang Lin, Mingwei Xu, Dongchao Ma, and Yi Qu
Abstract

Modern routers are no longer simple packet routing equipment. They are extremely
complex systems that incorporate various network management functionalities. Due
to system complexity, most commercial routers are developed by a few equipment
vendors in a closed development pattern, which not only hinders the broad participation of most routing function research and development (R&D) teams, but also
deter the wide deployment of novel network architectures such as Software Defined
Networks (SDNs). In this article a practical approach is introduced to build an
open, flexible, and modularized reconfigurable router. A reconfigurable routing
software platform supporting functional modules is dynamically assembled,
replaced, and updated in the form of components. So far the platform has been
adopted by vendors such as Ruijie Networks in their commercial routers, and it is
running well all the time. Moreover, a component development environment is provided, which consists of a code editor, a multi-platform compiler, and an automatic
testing tool. A component sharing website has also been built to encourage the
participation of various R&D teams and promote the spread of our open reconfigurable development pattern.

R

outers are core network equipment that forward data
packets between computer networks. Besides the fundamental packet routing capability, modern routers
incorporate a variety of extended functionalities such
as traffic management, packet filtering, and virtual private
networks (VPNs). As a result, router systems are becoming
extremely complex and creating exceedingly high barriers to
network innovations.
Currently, most commercial routers are developed by a few
giant vendors such as Cisco Systems, Inc. and Juniper Networks, and the design details are kept secret for commercial
reasons. Routers following traditional closed development
patterns are static, inflexible, and non-modularized, which
causes several problems:
• Functional modules from different vendors cannot support
interoperability.
• Specific functional modules cannot be dynamically installed,
replaced, or updated.
• Numerous R&D teams and individuals are excluded from
routing software component development.
• The closed development pattern and non-modularized
structure leads to a tremendous amount of repetitive coding.
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In addition, the Internet has become one of the most important infrastructures in our daily life. The unimaginable complexity of the Internet and the economic tangles among different
network participants including Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
and Content Providers (CPs) are causing the Internet to become
more ossified. We all recognize that network programmability is
important to new protocol experiments and architectural innovations such as Software Defined Networks (SDNs) [1] and
Named Data Networking (NDN) [2], and thus is critical to the
future of the Internet. However, network programmability will
never be achieved until network equipment programmability
becomes a reality. In this article we introduce a practical
approach to building an open, flexible, and modularized reconfigurable router that can support modular assembly and reuse in
different functional levels, as well as component updates in the
running state. This is recognized as an efficient way to realize
router programmability and flexibility.
Two main technologies that are closely related to our
approach are Click [3] and XORP [4]. Click is a flexible and
configurable routing software architecture that combines simple elements into a system to achieve desired functions. Compared to our approach, Click only focuses on functional
expansion of the router’s data-forward plane and does not
provide a component development environment. XORP is an
open network platform that solves the code and API closure
problem in routing software architecture. It implements
IPv4/IPv6 protocols and provides a unified platform to configure them. XORP mainly concentrates on the control plane.
Compared to Click and XORP, our reconfigurable routing
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software platform (reconfigurable platform for simplicity)
includes all functional components in both the data-forward
plane and the control plane. All approaches achieve high flexibility and easy configuration. However, at present only our
reconfigurable platforms are adopted in commercial environments.
The contributions of this article are as follows. First we
implemented a reconfigurable platform that includes a Virtual
Operating System (VOS) platform layer that shields operating
system differences and provides the upper layers with unified
application interfaces (APIs), a component control layer that
ensures the collaboration of components, and a routing service layer that actually performs routing functions.
The reconfigurable platform is component-based, and more
components mean a shorter development cycle and more
comprehensive routing capabilities. Hence, attracting more
institutions into component development is critical. To facilitate the development process and ensure the quality and compatibility of components, we provided a component
development environment and a unified standard. We also
built a website to encourage the sharing of components. The
development environment, standard, and website are building
blocks of our open reconfigurable development pattern, which
jointly form our second contribution.
So far the reconfigurable platform has been adopted by
various vendors such as Ruijie Networks, Tsinghua Bitway
Networking Technology Co., Ltd., and H3C Technologies Co.,
Limited. The platform is running reliably in their commercial
routers. Based on the reconfigurable platform, we have completed several experiments such as virtual network and source
address validation [5–7]. These practical uses and experiments
have validated the correctness and effectiveness of our reconfigurable platform and development pattern.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. The next section presents the requirements and goals of our approach. We
then introduce our reconfigurable platform. We illustrate the
component development process, and then describe the component development environment. We then conclude our
open reconfigurable development pattern. The last section
concludes the article.

Requirements and Goals
We first clarify two important concepts that are frequently
used in this article: component and meta-component. A component is a complete functional module in routing systems. It
has a detailed function description and clear external interfaces and usually exists as a task or process. Typical components include Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), Boarder
Gateway Protocol (BGP), TELNET, and so on. A meta-component is a complete data processing or functional step in a
component with high cohesion. Compared to components, the
code sizes of meta-components are smaller. Typical metacomponents of routing systems are binary tree management
and Hash storage of routing tables. Based on meta-components, code reuse can be obtained during component development. A meta-component can be reused multiple times by
various components or a single component.
According to the above requirements, the goals of our
approach are as follows:
• Reconfigurable platform. The reconfigurable platform
should run effectively on different operating systems, and
be adopted by various router vendors. In addition, the component collaboration and interaction needs to be properly
handled.
• Component model. A component model should be provided, such that the features and behaviors including compo-
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nent management methods, component states and parameter management, component description and identification,
can be specified clearly. The most important feature of the
component is external interfaces, which shows the component’s external characteristics and interaction capabilities.
As to external interfaces, a unified standard is needed to
ensure component compatibility.
• Component development environment. In such an environment, developers should be able to edit and compile
components based on meta-components, and reconfigurable equipment can get online component installation
and update. Typical routing operating systems such as
VxWorks and Linux need to be supported by the environment.
• Component reliability. Component quality may vary since
many institutions are involved in the development process.
As a result, the quality and compatibility of components
need to be ensured by methods such as automatic test tools
and third-party evaluation authorities.
• Component sharing. Qualified components should be
shared among different institutions in a simple and convenient way.

Reconfigurable Routing Software Platform
The architecture of a reconfigurable router is illustrated in
Fig. 1a, and the main constituent of the reconfigurable platform (i.e. components) are developed following the process
shown in Fig. 1b. A reconfigurable router can be divided into
three main parts: hardware, operating system, and a reconfigurable platform. In this section we focus on the reconfigurable
platform (component development is described later), which
consists of three layers: the virtual operating system (VOS)
platform layer, the component control layer, and the routing
service layer.
Hardware Layer: There is no difference between reconfigurable and traditional router hardware layers. Both kinds of
equipment contain an embedded processor, static random
access memory (SRAM), dynamic random access memory
(DRAM), a field programmable gate array (FPGA), and dedicated chips such as ternary content addressable memory
(TCAM).
VOS Platform Layer: The reconfigurable platform may be
adopted by various vendors, such that the router hardware
and operating systems are different and sometimes incompatible. For example, typical router operating systems are
VxWorks and Linux and the basic functions of these systems
are essentially similar. However, their implementations, interfaces, and the methods of managing hardware resources are
quite different. Therefore we need a middleware (i.e. VOS
platform layer) to shield the differences below and provide
unified APIs for layers above. At present, our VOS platform
layer supports two typical router operating systems: VxWorks
and Linux.
Component Control Layer: As shown in Fig. 1, the component control layer achieves component assembly and ensures
proper collaborations between components. Component state
management monitors components’ running state and provides information for component control. Component parameter configuration configures core parameters, such that
components can be adjusted to different operational requirements.
Component Library and Meta-Component Library: A component library provides components for routing software,
while a meta-component library provides the basis for component development. It is worth mentioning that neither of them
exists in a running router.
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Figure 1. (a) Reconfigurable router and (b) component development.
Routing Service Layer: All routing operations (data forwarding, packet filtering, etc.) are accomplished on this layer
through the collaboration of lower-layer components. Controlled by the component control layer, components exchange
information through communication interfaces and work
together to achieve route learning, packet forwarding, message processing, and other services.

Component Model
The core constituent of the reconfigurable platform is the
component, and the most important aspect of the reconfigurable platform is component control, which includes the
component model, interactions, and collaborations. All of
these are discussed later in this article.
A component model describes the main characteristics and
associated behaviors of components, defined as: Mcomponent =
<CT, CI, SM, PC, ID, DI, OB>. A detailed description is as
follows.
Control Topology (CT): Control components in running
state, which mainly include component registration, cancellation, existence notification, and close notification.
Communication Interface (CI): In terms of control plane
components, communication interfaces mainly include protocol message reception/transmission and common event message communication. As to data plane components, communication interfaces mainly include data message input/output.
State Monitoring (SM): The reconfigurable platform needs
to monitor the running state of components and conduct controls based on this information. Component state management focuses on the process properties of components, such
as the states of running, hang, and wait. We also pay close
attention to statistical information such as the number of messages sent and received, and the sizes of routing tables on
data plane components.
Parameter Configuration (PC): Component designers set
important parameters (e.g. stack sizes, priorities, and storage
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sizes) to meet various application environments and router
configurations. Parameters are configured statically before
components are enabled.
Identifier (ID): The identifier indicates the destinations and
sources of components during communication, e.g. the common message communication mechanism uses task ID as
identifiers, while in socket communication IP addresses and
port numbers are used as identifiers.
Description (DI): The description includes two parts: a
description of communication interfaces in XML language,
and component functions by a descriptive language given by
component developers. For typical components developed
based on Requests for Comments (RFCs), only RFC numbers
are needed. Otherwise, a detailed description is required.
Object (OB): On the reconfigurable platform, all components
exist in the form of compiled object files. This helps protect
the intellectual property rights of component developers.

Component Interfaces and Associations
Management Interfaces of Components — A component agent
(hereafter referred to as “agent”) is responsible for registration, cancellation, and correlation of components. Component
management interfaces are specifically designed for component management and are used to interact with the agent.
Component management interfaces mainly include two output
interfaces and two input interfaces with fixed names and
usages (shown later in Fig. 2a):
• Component registration message M_IF1: Once a component
starts up, it sends a registration message (including component name, identifier, etc.) to the agent and reports its
presence immediately.
• Component cancellation message M_IF2: Normally, components send cancellation message to an agent before operation is stopped.
• Registration notification message M_IF 3: Sent to components by the agent. If component A applies for registration,
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the agent will send registration notification
messages to all components correlated with A.
At the same time the agent will notify component A with information about all components
correlated with it.
• Cancellation notification message M_IF4: Sent
to components by the agent. If component A
applies for cancellation, the agent will send
cancellation notification messages to all components correlated with A. Even if A does not
send a component cancellation message, the
agent will trigger a cancellation notification
message after determining component A is
stopped.
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Configuration file

Communication Interfaces of Components —
Besides management interfaces whose types and
Step 1
quantities are fixed, components have several
input/output communication interfaces (C_IFi in
Fig. 2a) to interact with other components. Communication interfaces can be divided into two
Agent
types: a protocol packet communication interStep 2
Step 2
face, which is designed to interact with other
components for protocol messages, and a control
Step 3
Step 3
message communication interface, which exists in
Step 4
all components.
Component 1
Component 2
The quantity and function of communication
Step 4
interfaces depends on specific requirements. For
example, OSPF component interfaces mainly
(b)
consist of protocol packet input/output, interface
state reception, command configuration, and routing information generation. For a particular comFigure 2. Interfaces and assembly of components.
ponent, according to the directions of message
transmission, communication interfaces can be
divided into message input interfaces, which receive messages
bility with other components/meta-components that interact
from upstream components, and message output interfaces,
with them. Only those components/meta-components that are
which send messages to downstream components.
compliant with the development standard would go through
the third-party evaluation and be put into the component store.
Component Associations — Figure 2b describes an example of
Key Stages
component association, where component registration/cancellation is implemented in the form of starting/stopping a proThe component development process includes the following
cess.
key stages (as shown in Fig. 3):
1. Component design. Components are designed based on
Step 1: System initialization. The agent reads the configuraanalysis of modules with high coherence in routing systems.
tion files, which describe the component relationships.
All functions and interfaces of meta-components should be
Step 2: Components 1 and 2 are uploaded and then registered
generally applicable. Besides, high storage/processing perto an agent. The agent determines the relationships between
formance are also required.
components 1 and 2 based on the configuration file and
2. Component description. A large number of components
their registration information.
may be developed by various institutions. Component
Step 3: The agent forwards the communication ID of regisdescriptions can help developers understand functions and
tered components to their upstream components.
features of components, and contribute to the management
Step 4: Components 1 and 2 send messages to each other
of component libraries and indexes. In addition, it is also
through a communication ID obtained from the agent.
the basis of component tests.
After component registration, the agent monitors compo3. Component development. Developers design specific comnents through heartbeat signals. When a component stops
ponents to meet the functional requirements under compooperation, the agent is responsible for notifying its upstream
nent descriptions and the unified development standard.
components.
Components could be developed based on existing metacomponents to accelerate the development process and
enhance the code reuse rate. Accomplished components
Component Development Process
are submitted to a general component library.
4. Component test. Components in the general component
To ensure the quality and compatibility of components, we
library should be tested by the automatic testing tool
provide a unified component/meta-component development
(described in detail in the section on automatic testing) to
standard. It covers all stages of the component/meta-compoensure consistency between component functions and
nent development process including interface design, source
descriptions as well as the normalization and effectiveness
coding, component/meta-component description, and autoof a component’s external interfaces. The certified compomatic test. Accomplished components/meta-components are
nents will be collected into a certified component library.
submitted to third-party authorities to evaluate their compati-
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Figure 3. Key stages of component development process.

5. Component usage. Routing software developers can select
components from the certified component library. ISPs can
also select components from the certified component
library to carry out dynamic function installation or replacement.

Component/Meta-Component Classification
Principle
As mentioned before, a component is a complete functional
module, while a meta-component is a complete data processing or functional step. A well-defined principle that
guides the partition of routing system into components and
meta-components does improve the development of the systems and promote the component/meta-component reuse
rate. However, the boundary between components and
meta-components is sometimes ambiguous. To deal with
this problem, all of the commonly used components/metacomponents are recorded and described in detail. Developers propose applications whenever a new type of
component/meta-component is developed. Only after comprehensive discussion and approval can the new type of
component/meta-component be submitted into the component/meta-component store.

Automatic Test

We have built a component store to accumulate high quality
components. Before a component can be accepted by the
store, a series of conformance and quality tests are performed
by a third-party organization. At present, the third-party organization is the Research Institute of Telecommunication
Transmission (RITT) of the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications [8], a test authority in China. Conformance tests
consist of two parts. One is performed to evaluate whether
the to-be-tested component is in compliance with the component development standard. The other part is performed to
assess its accordance with its own description file. Quality
tests are also needed to ensure the function correctness and
efficiency of the to-be-tested component. As described earlier,
only those components in compliance with the component
development standard and its own description file and with
high quality would go through the third-party evaluation and
be put into the component store.
We have also built a website [9] to share our component
development standard, the library of accomplished components/meta-components, and the reconfigurable development
environment. Our website also supports the upload/download
of components/meta-components. A variety of institutions will
share their resources through the website. In order to facilitate learning and development, the website also offers a
detailed schematic introduction and user manuals. The
widespread use of the reconfigurable platform and development environment will bring enormous social benefits and
also encourage the healthy development of the Internet.

Component Development Environment
Development Environment
We developed a component development environment, which
includes the following parts:
1. Code editor. Developers code directly on the development
environment.
2. Multi-platform compiler. Supporting Linux, VxWorks (PowerPC) and VxWorks (x86).
3. Component/meta-component development management.
Supporting meta-components referenced by components.

User interface (UI)

Before submitting to third-party authorities for interaction
evaluation, components/meta-components should be tested by
the automatic test tool, which is part of the open reconfigurable development pattern. The automatic test tool includes
two parts: an automatic test management server (ATMS) and
an automatic test execution server (ATES) (shown
in Fig. 4). The ATMS is responsible for user interactions such as test parameter setting and test descripAutomatic test management server
tion. We run it on Windows because Windows
(Windows)
provides a better user experience. The ATES runs
To-be-tested
component/
on Linux since test execution involves a huge amount
meta-component
of computation, and high efficiency is required.
Testing paramenters
Utilizing the ATMS, all component/meta-composetting
nent information such as input/output interfaces
and important parameters are displayed to users
XML parser
after an XML parser extracts this information from
the component/meta-component description file.
Testing description file
Whenever test information is configured, the ATMS
Interaction with
calls the ATES to execute the actual test process.
automatic testing
Based on the test information, the ATES automanagement server
matically generates drivers and stubs. All of the
drivers, stubs, and the to-be-tested components/
Figure 4. Automatic test.
meta-components are registered to the agent. After
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Figure 5. (a) Major meta-components; (b) code reuse rate comparisons.
4. Component simulation. Designing stubs and drivers to conduct component testing according to the component
description.
5. Component assembly control. Forming specific routing
functions through component assembly.
The development environment shields the differences of
operating systems, making the entire development process
based on a unified environment. The development environment is the foundation of our open reconfigurable development pattern and it supports all aspects of the reconfigurable
platform. Moreover, it promotes the widespread use of the
open reconfigurable development pattern by providing any
individual or R&D team with a visual programming environment.

Practical Deployment

Open Reconfigurable Development Pattern
The open reconfigurable development pattern for the reconfigurable platform is shown in Fig. 6. First, institutions (e.g.
router vendors, R&D teams, and individuals) use the component development environment to develop their own components/meta-components. The development process is obliged
to follow the component development standard. Then all
components/meta-components are tested by automatic test
tools and third-party authorities. The tests can be done
through virtual simulation or integrating components/metacomponents in a typical router system in actual equipment
and network scenarios. The components/meta-components
that passed the authority tests can be added to a component/meta-component store for sharing.
Institutions require components capable of extracting certified components from the component store. R&D teams or
equipment manufacturers will leverage the certified components for their routing product development. In order to
increase or update routing functions of network equipment,
ISPs can utilize certified components for their reconfigurable
routing equipment. Furthermore, networks can provide programmability through reconfigurable equipment.
The benefits of our open reconfigurable development pattern, which is similar to the Android market and the App
Store (iOS), are twofold. On the developer side, they are
motivated to develop various components/meta-components
and put them into the store to obtain increased economic
benefits. On the consumer side, the development process of

Under the unified development standard, our project team
has developed 10 meta-components, as shown in Fig. 5a. (The
third column lists the components using the corresponding
meta-component). We also developed the following 12 components: BGP, OSPF, Routing Information Protocol (RIP),
Routing Management (RM), Packet Forwarding (PF), Source
Address Validation (SAV), Tunnel Encapsulation/De-encapsulation (TEn/De), Packet Translation (PT), TELNET, File
Transfer Protocol (FTP), Secure Shell (SSH), and Management Information Base (MIB).
Some components (e.g. BGP, OSPF, and RIP) have
already been used by multiple types of routers manufactured
by Ruijie Networks, Tsinghua Bitway Networking Technology Co., Ltd., and H3C Technologies
Co., Limited, etc. All components
in commercial routers are performComponent
ing reliably and have passed the
development
Component sharing
Router vendors
environment
website
function conformance test performed by RITT. We compared the
Manufactories
code reuse rates between a traditional development pattern and our
open reconfigurable development
pattern. The results are shown in
Component
Component
Component
Reconfigurable
Fig. 5b. Our open component develdevelopment
store
test
platform
opment pattern significantly
Individuals
improved the code reuse rate in the
development of functional compoCampus
Core
nents such as BGP, OSPF, RIP, and
network
network
RM. Moreover, the workload of
Experimental
ISPs
source coding is also reduced signifnetwork
Third-party authorities
R&D teams
icantly after we developed components based on universal metaFigure 6. Open reconfigurable development pattern.
components.
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routing systems are accelerated and simplified utilizing the
high quality components/meta-components in the store.

Conclusion
This article proposed a reconfigurable routing software platform and the corresponding open reconfigurable development
pattern, which overcome the closed, non-component deficiencies of traditional routing systems. The platform allows software modules in routing systems to be dynamically assembled
and replaced in the form of components. It also supports flexible component reuse, which shortens the development cycle
of routing systems. The open reconfigurable development pattern supports component development of any R&D team that
follows a unified standard. These tested components will be
integrated into the store.
Our reconfigurable platform is one of the ways to provide
router programmability, which is critical to SDN. To support
SDN, during the deployment phase we could deploy reconfigurable routers and controllers in networks. Reconfigurable
routers are responsible for packet forwarding. Whenever a
new type of protocol needs to be deployed, corresponding
components could be installed dynamically on reconfigurable
routers under the command of controllers. In this way, network programmability and flexibility are ensured.
Our project team has completed the development of 10
meta-components and 12 components, and provided a component development environment, which simplified the development process. Moreover, we established a components/
meta-components store, provided a website for component
sharing, and implemented a reconfigurable platform. So far,
the open reconfigurable platform has been adopted by various
vendors such as Ruijie Networks, Tsinghua Bitway Networking Technology Co., Ltd., and H3C Technologies Co., Limited, in their commercial routers, and it is running reliably.
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